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Abstract
As the main gateway for network traffic to a server, the network interface card (NIC) is an ideal place to incorporate diverse network functionality, such as traffic control, protocol offloading, and virtualization. However, the slow evolution and inherent inflexibility of NIC hardware have failed to support evolving protocols, emerging applications, and rapidly changing system/network architectures. The traditional software approach to this problem—implementing NIC features in the host network stack—is unable to meet increasingly challenging performance requirements.

In this paper we present SoftNIC, a hybrid software-hardware architecture to bridge the gap between limited hardware capabilities and ever changing user demands. SoftNIC provides a programmable platform that allows applications to leverage NIC features implemented in software and hardware, without sacrificing performance. Our evaluation results show that SoftNIC achieves multi-10G performance even on a single core and scales further with multiple cores. We also present a variety of use cases to show the potential of software NIC augmentation.

1. Introduction
Modern Network Interface Cards (NICs) are constantly evolving to support new features. Over the last decade, the role of NICs in modern server systems has grown beyond simply relaying traffic between a server’s CPUs and its network link—they now host advanced NIC features, such as protocol offloading, packet classification, rate limiting, and virtualization. Three factors have contributed to this trend: (1) new applications whose performance requirements cannot be met by legacy networking stacks, necessitating hardware augmentation; (2) the increasing popularity of virtualization, where it is desirable for NICs to support switching functionality; and (3) the rise of multi-tenant datacenters and cloud computing for which NICs must provide isolation mechanisms.

However, the rise of smart NICs has been no free lunch. As we discuss in §2, NICs are increasingly complex: they support an ever-increasing number of features that are difficult to configure, compose, or evolve. Despite this, NICs often fail to meet application needs and their lack of flexibility impedes innovation. At the heart of the problem is that applications (software) evolve faster than the timescales at which new NIC support (hardware) emerges.

The common belief is that the pitfalls of feature-rich NICs must be tolerated because they are necessary to achieve the performance we want; i.e., implementing NIC features in software is not a practical alternative. What should give us pause, however, is the mounting evidence that the performance gap between hardware and software network processing is significantly getting smaller than previously believed [14, 21, 26, 59].

We argue that a hybrid hardware-software approach can effectively augment or extend NIC features, while providing flexibility and high performance. This software-augmented NIC—which we term SoftNIC—serves as a fallback or even an alternative to the hardware NIC. SoftNIC is flexible and programmable; it serves as an incubator for next-generation hardware features, as well as a permanent home for features that are too complex for hardware implementation, too specialized to merit scarce NIC resources, or whose performance needs are easily met with software.

Building a system such as SoftNIC is challenging. To support applications’ needs, SoftNIC must provide rich programmability. However it must do so without compromising on performance. Modern NICs offer high throughput (10–40 Gbps) and low end-to-end latency (< 10 µs) [4]. At the same time, they also provide guarantees on performance and isolation among virtual machines (VMs) or applications. SoftNIC must offer similar performance capabilities, but meeting these requirements with a software implementation can be very challenging. For example, legacy kernels and hypervisors are notoriously slow and inefficient at network processing. And while specialized packet processing frameworks do offer high performance, they lack the rich programmability we seek [26, 59] or do not address the problem of performance guarantees [35].

Hence, our paper make three contributions:

1. First, we propose a new architecture for extending NIC features. Developers can use SoftNIC to develop features in software while incurring minimal performance overhead and leveraging features from the hardware NIC. Application developers can use SoftNIC as a hardware abstraction layer (HAL) to build software that uses NIC features without worrying about cases where they are unavailable or incomplete.

2. Second, we present a scheduling framework that can support a wide range of operator-specified performance isolation policies and provide fine-grained performance guarantees for applications (§3.4).

3. Third, we present several use cases of SoftNIC, showing how SoftNIC can improve the flexibility and/or performance of both existing and forward-looking applications. Our evaluation in §6 demonstrates that SoftNIC is a convenient and versatile platform for implementing advanced NIC features that benefit a variety of applications.
2. Motivation

The list of features that need to be supported by NICs has grown rapidly: new applications appear with new requirements; new protocols emerge and evolve; and there is no shortage of new ideas on system/network architectures that require new NIC features (e.g., [6, 29, 47, 51, 54, 57]). Unfortunately, NIC hardware is not a silver bullet, as many issues arise due to the inherent inflexibility of hardware.

1. NICs may not support all desired features. Due to the slow development cycle (typically years), there often exists a demand-availability gap—a disparity between user demands for NIC features and their actual availability in products. For example, even minor updates (e.g., do not duplicate the TCP CWR flag across all segments when using TSO, to avoid interference with congestion control algorithms [12, 58]) that can be implemented by changing a few lines of code when implemented in software, often requires a full hardware revision.

2. Once a feature is hardwired in the NIC, it is almost impossible to control its fine-grained behavior, often rendering the feature useless. For example, in the case of protocol offloading (e.g., checksum offload and TSO/LRO), tunneled packets (e.g., VXLAN) cannot take advantage of unless the NIC understands the encapsulation format [36], even though hardware essentially has the logic for protocol offloading built-in. Lack of fine-grained control also makes it difficult to combine features to achieve the end goal. For example, although SR-IOV provides better performance and isolation with hypervisor bypass, it cannot be used by cloud providers unless it supports additional features to enforce traffic policies such as security/QoS rules, advanced switching, and VM mobility support [54].

3. NIC hardware has resource restrictions, e.g., the number of rate limiters, flow table size, and packet buffers, limiting its applicability. As a result, several systems [22, 32, 38, 50] have resorted to software work around the resource issue.

We argue that these issues will persist or even worsen in the future. Figure 1 presents the number of lines of code for NIC device drivers as an indirect index of NIC hardware complexity. The trends over the NIC generations show that the complexity has grown tremendously; e.g., the driver for a high-end NIC (>10 GbE) on average contains 6.8× more code than that of a 1 GbE NIC driver. This ever increasing hardware complexity has led to an increase in the time and cost for designing and verifying new NIC hardware.

SoftNIC presents a new approach to extending NIC functionality: its adds a software shim layer between the NIC hardware and the network stack, so it can augment NIC features with software. It enables high-performance packet processing in software, while taking advantage of hardware features. By design, it supports high performance, extensibility, modular design, and backwards compatibility with existing software.

Figure 1: Growing complexity of NIC hardware, indirectly measured with the lines of device driver code in Linux 3.19.

3. SoftNIC Design

SoftNIC is a programmable platform that allows applications to leverage software and hardware implementations of NIC features. SoftNIC is implemented as a shim layer between applications and NIC hardware, in order to achieve the best of both worlds: the flexibility of software and the performance of hardware.

SoftNIC provides a software augmentation layer for NICs, which imposes a few issues to be addressed. We set three main design goals (§3.1) and then provide details on the overall architecture (§3.2), the packet processing pipeline (§3.3), and the scheduler used for resource allocation (§3.4). In this section we only describe the design aspects of SoftNIC, deferring implementation details on performance to §4.

3.1 Design Goals

G1: Programmability and Extensibility

SoftNIC must allow users to configure functionality to support a diverse set of uses. In particular, users should be able to compose and configure NIC features as required, and SoftNIC should make it easy to add support for new protocols and NIC functions. Also a clean separation between control and data plane is desired, so that an external controller can dynamically reconfigure the data path to implement user policies.

G2: Application Performance Isolation

Hardware NICs support mechanisms that can be used to implement policies regarding per-link bandwidth resource used by an application, e.g., “limit the bandwidth usage for this application to 3 Gbps” or “enforce max-min fairness across all applications.” SoftNIC should provide flexible mechanisms to support a variety of policies on application-level performance. However, implementing these policies imposes a unique challenge for SoftNIC—the processor itself is a limited resource and must be properly scheduled to process traffic spanning multiple links and applications.

---

1 We only manage processor time used within the SoftNIC dataplane; the processor time used by applications themselves is out of SoftNIC’s control.
G3: Backward Compatibility

Finally, using SoftNIC should require no modifications to existing software or hardware. At the same time SoftNIC should be an enabler for a gradual transition to new hardware and software designs, e.g., allowing applications to use new network APIs to improve performance.

3.2 Overall Architecture

Figure 2 shows the overall system architecture of SoftNIC. The packet processing pipeline is represented as a dataflow (multi)graph that consists of modules, each of which implements a NIC feature. Ports act as sources and sinks for this pipeline. Packets received at a port flow through the pipeline to another port. Each module in the pipeline performs module-specific operations on packets. Our dataflow approach is heavily inspired by Click [35], although we both simplify and extend Click’s design choices for SoftNIC (§7).

SoftNIC’s dataflow graph supports two kinds of ports. (i) Virtual ports (vports) are the interface between SoftNIC and upper-layer software. A vport connects SoftNIC to a peer; a peer can either be the SoftNIC device driver (which is used to support legacy applications relying on the kernel’s TCP/IP stack) or a SoftNIC-aware application that bypasses the kernel. A peer can reside either in the host\(^2\), or in a VM. (ii) Physical ports (pports) are the interface between SoftNIC and the NIC hardware (and are hence not exposed to peers). Each pport exposes a set of primitives that are natively implemented in its NIC hardware (e.g., checksum offloading for specific protocols).

A vport pretends to be an ideal NIC port that supports all features required by its peer. The modules in the packet processing pipeline are responsible for actually implementing the features, either in software, by offloading to hardware, or with combination of both. SoftNIC thus abstracts away the limitations of the underlying NIC hardware from peers, effectively providing a hardware abstraction layer (HAL) for NICs. SoftNIC both allows for rapid prototyping of new NIC functionality in software, and is also useful in cases where hardware provides incomplete functionality (e.g., by providing software implementation that allow a feature to be used with a new protocol) or insufficient capacity (e.g., by using both software and hardware flow tables).

SoftNIC provides a control channel that allows for a clean separation between the control and data plane. An explicit control channel allows an external controller to dictate data path policy, while SoftNIC itself focuses on providing data-plane mechanisms for this policy. The control channel supports three types of operations: (1) updating the data path (e.g., adding/removing modules or ports), (2) configuring resource allocations (e.g., limiting CPU/bandwidth usages for applications), (3) managing individual modules (e.g., updating flow tables or collecting statistics). In this paper we solely focus on the design and implementation of SoftNIC, rather than the external controller.

3.3 Modular Packet Processing Pipeline

The SoftNIC pipeline is composed of modules, each of which implements a NIC feature. An implementation of a module defines several handlers, including ones for processing packets and timer events. Each module instance may contain some internal state, and these instances are the nodes in SoftNIC’s data flow graph that specifies the order in which modules process packets (Figure 3). When a node has multiple outgoing edges (e.g., classification modules), the module decides which of the edges a packet is sent out.

Often in-band communication between modules is desirable for performance and modularity. For example, a parser module performs header parsing and annotates the packet with the result as metadata, so that downstream modules can reuse this information. Along the pipeline, each packet carries its metadata fields abstracted as a list of key-value pairs. Modules specify which metadata fields they require as input and the fields they produce. Explicitly declaring metadata fields is useful in two ways. First, if a module in the pipeline requires a field that is not provided by any upstream modules, SoftNIC can easily raise a configuration error. Second, any unused metadata field need not be preserved, and SoftNIC can reduce the total amount of space required per-packet. Note that this optimization can be performed at configuration time and does not incur any runtime overhead.

Pipeline Example: We walk through a simple example to illustrate how packets are processed with metadata. In Figure 3, the tables on the edges show packet metadata at the point when a packet traverses the edge. The dotted arrows represent the input/output metadata fields for each module. The user configures the SoftNIC pipeline so that transmitted packets are processed by (i) a switching service, (ii) TCP segmentation offload (TSO), and (iii) checksum offloading. The NIC in this example has no TSO functionality, and only supports checksum offloading for TCP/IPv4 packets. Nevertheless, the vport appears as a fully featured NIC to the peer, and provides both TSO and protocol-agnostic checksumming.

\(^2\)Throughout this paper, we use the loosely defined term “host” to refer to a hypervisor, a Dom0, a root container, or a bare-metal system, to embrace various virtualization scenarios.
Figure 3: A pipeline example with parser, switch, TSO, and checksum offloading modules. Metadata evolves as a packet traverses the pipeline.

When the peer sends packets to the vport, each packet is annotated with its desired offloading behavior. For example, an annotation indicating that a packet requires checksum offloading is of the form “calculate checksum over byte range X using algorithm Y, and update the field at offset Z.” The packet data and its annotations are packaged as a packet descriptor and pushed into the vport queue. In contrast to hardware NICs, the size and format of the descriptor are flexible and can change depending on the features exposed by the vport. Packet processing proceeds as follows.

1. **vport_inc** pulls a packet descriptor, creates a SoftNIC packet buffer with the packet data, and adds metadata fields for the input port ID (inc_port) and checksum offloading description (csum_sw).

2. **parser** inspects the packet’s L2–L4 header and records the results in hdr_info.

3. **switch** updates the MAC table using inc_port and hdr_info. Then it uses the destination address to determine the output edge along which the packet is sent. In this example the chosen edge goes to the TSO module.

4. **TSO** begins by checking whether the packet is a TCP packet larger than the MTU of out_port. If so, the module segments the packet into multiple MTU-sized packets (and all metadata fields are copied), and updates csum_sw appropriately for each.

5. **checksum** uses csum_sw and hdr_info to determine if checksum calculation is required, and further if this needs to be done in software. When checksum computation can be carried out by the NIC containing out_port, the module simply sets csum_hw to “on”; otherwise the module computes the checksum in software.

6. **pport_out** sends the packet to the NIC, with a flag indicating whether the hardware should compute the checksum, in the hardware-specific packet descriptor format.

This example highlights how SoftNIC modules can flexibly implement NIC features and opportunistically offload computation to hardware. For ease of exposition we have only described the transmission path, the receive path is implemented similarly. Also, note a packet does not always need to

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 4:** An example of high-level performance policy with four traffic classes C1–C4, and its corresponding class tree representation. Each circle is either a class (leaf) or a class group (non-leaf). VM1 and VM2 have the same priority (within the same box).

### 3.4 Resource Scheduling for Performance Guarantees

In contrast to NIC hardware, which is inherently parallel at the gate level, SoftNIC needs a scheduler to decide what packet and module get to use the processor. For example, a simple form of scheduling would involve using weighted round-robin scheduling to pick an input port, fetching a packet from this port and then processing it until it is sent out another port. This scheme is used by many software packet processing systems [21, 34, 35, 52, 60] for its simplicity. However, its crude form of fairness—the same number of packets across input ports—may not achieve the operator’s desired *policy* for applications-level performance.

The ultimate goal of the SoftNIC scheduler is to allow the operator to specify and enforce policies for applications. Instead of mandating a single policy (e.g., priority scheduling) that must be used in all deployment scenarios, SoftNIC provides a set of flexible mechanisms that can be easily composed to implement a broad set of high-level policies. The scheduler makes policy-compliant allocations of processor and bandwidth resources using the mechanisms.

---

3 While in this dataflow graph the output port can be “inferred”, explicit use of out_port allows greater flexibility: e.g., allowing us to separate classification (which determines the out_port) from splitting (which diverts the packet flow in the pipeline).
The scheduler starts by examining the children of root $C_1$. Usage accounting is again recursively done for processor time and bandwidth usage during packet processing. A packet from one of its input queues, SoftNIC measures pending. Packet processing for a VM begins by dequeuing a packet from one of its input queues. SoftNIC measures processor time and bandwidth usage during packet processing.

Let us consider a typical policy example, as presented in Figure 4(a). In this example, each VM gets a fair share of bandwidth up to 5 Gbps. Each VM has two types of traffic: interactive traffic ($C_1$ and $C_3$) and background traffic ($C_2$ and $C_4$). The interactive traffic has higher priority but is limited to 1 Gbps per VM. Note that the policy includes: (i) fair sharing between VMs, (ii) rate limiting for each VM and its interactive traffic, (iii) fixed priorities between the traffic types, and (iv) hierarchical composition of the above. The design of SoftNIC scheduler is centered around these four primitives to capture common policy patterns.

The scheduling unit of SoftNIC data path execution is a traffic class, each of whose definition is flexible and not dictated by SoftNIC. Possible class definitions include: input/output port, VM, tenant, protocol, VLAN tag, IP prefix, and so on. The operator determines the scheduling discipline for traffic classes: e.g., “$C_1$ has higher priority than $C_2$” by setting appropriate scheduling parameters.

In SoftNIC, every packet is mapped to one (and only one) of the traffic classes at any given time. The initial mapping of a packet to a class is “given” to SoftNIC. A port consists of a set of input queues, each of which is mapped to a traffic class. Effectively, the peer (for a vport) or the hardware NIC (for a pport) declares the initial class of each packet by pushing the packet into its corresponding queue. The class of a packet may change on the fly; in the dataflow graph, the operator can specify transformer edges, which can associate a new class to packets that flow along the edge. Each transformer edge has a map $\text{class}_{\text{old}} \rightarrow \text{class}_{\text{new}}$. Class transformation is useful in cases where packet classes cannot be predetermined externally; e.g., (i) a hardware NIC has limited classification capability for incoming packets, or (ii) traffic classes are defined as output ports or input/output port pairs, so the class of a packet is logically unknown (thus a “unspecified” class) until its output port has been determined by a switch/classifier module.

Scheduling parameters are specified as a class tree, which is a hierarchical structure of traffic classes. For example, Figure 4(b) shows the class tree for the previous policy. The scheduler starts by examining the children of root $C_1$ and proceeds recursively until it finds an eligible leaf. First, assuming neither has exceeded its 5 Gbps limit, the scheduler chooses between VM1 and VM2 (they both have the same priority), using a weighted fair queuing mechanism. Without loss of generality, let us assume that VM1 is chosen. Since $C_1$ has higher priority than $C_2$, the scheduler will pick $C_1$, unless it has exceeded its 1 Gbps limit or no packet is pending. Packet processing for $C_1$ begins by dequeuing a packet from one of its input queues. SoftNIC measures processor time and bandwidth usage during packet processing.

The operator specify policies by providing a class tree, as shown in Figure 4(b). It is straightforward to translate the example policy into the corresponding class tree. For more complex policies, manual translation might be harder. For this case, we plan to develop a controller that compiles a policy specified in a high-level language to SoftNIC configuration (a dataflow graph and its class tree). Designing and implementing such a language and a compiler are left to future work. The controller is also responsible for performing admission control, which ensures that the number of applications using SoftNIC does not exceed the available resources. Admission control can also be used in conjunction with priority scheduling to guarantee minimum bandwidth and processor allocations for applications.

4. Implementation Details

10/40 G Ethernet has become the norm for datacenter servers and NFV applications. In order to keep up with such high-speed links, SoftNIC needs to process (tens of) millions of packets per second with minimal packet processing overheads. Latency is also critical; recent advances in network hardware (e.g., [17]) and protocol design (e.g., [7]) have allowed microsecond-scale in-network latency, effectively shifting the bottleneck to end-host software [62]. SoftNIC should therefore incur minimal processing delay and jitter.

Meeting both these performance requirements and our design goals is challenging. In this section, we describe the implementation details of SoftNIC, with emphasis on its performance-related aspects.

4.1 Overview

The SoftNIC prototype is implemented in 14k lines of C code, running with unmodified Linux and QEMU/KVM. We expect supporting other operating systems or virtualization platforms would be straightforward. To simplify development for us and module developers, SoftNIC runs as a user-mode program on the host. This has performance implications; in our system, the minimum cost of a user-user (between an application process and SoftNIC) context switch is 3 μs, while it is only 0.1 μs for a user-kernel mode switch. SoftNIC uses one or more dedicated cores to eliminate the costs of context switching, as explained below.

SoftNIC runs a separate control thread alongside worker threads. The control thread communicates with an external controller via UNIX or TCP sockets. The control channel supports various message formats, namely binary, type-length-value, and JSON [13], to satisfy the performance and programmability requirements of operators.

4.2 Core Dedication

SoftNIC runs on a small number of dedicated cores—as will be shown later, one core is enough for typical workloads—for predictable, high performance. The alternative, running SoftNIC threads on the same cores as applications (thus on every core) is not viable for us. Since SoftNIC is a user-mode
Virtual Ports (vports): A vport has a set of RX and TX packet buffers. We can utilize busy-wait polling instead of interrupts, to reduce latency further. A recent study reports 5–75 µs latency overheads per interrupt, depending on the processor power consumption states at the moment [17]. In contrast, with busy-wait polling, the current SoftNIC implementation takes less than 0.02 µs for a vport and 0.03 µs for a pport to react to a new packet. Polling leads to a small increase in power consumption when the system is idle: our system roughly consumes an additional 3–5 watts per idle-looping core.

We do not dedicate a core to the control thread, since control-plane operations are relatively latency-insensitive. The control thread performs blocking operations on sockets, thus consuming no CPU cycles when idle.

4.3 Pipeline Components

Physical Ports (pports): We build on the Intel Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) 1.8.0 [26] library for high-performance packet I/O. We chose DPDK over other alternatives [18, 21, 59] for two reasons: (i) it exposes hardware NIC features besides raw packet I/O; and (ii) it allows direct access to the NIC hardware without any kernel intervention on the critical path.

Each pport is associated with two module instances. pport_out sends packets to the hardware NIC after translating packet metadata into hardware-specific offloading primitives. SoftNIC provides an interface for feature modules to discover the capabilities of each pport, so that modules can make decision about whether a feature can be partially or fully offloaded to hardware. pport_in receives incoming packets and translates their hardware-offload results into metadata that can be used by other modules.

Virtual Ports (vports): A vport has a set of RX and TX queues. Each queue contains two one-way ring buffers; one for transmitting packet buffers and the other for receiving completion notification (so that the sender can reclaim the packet buffers). The ring buffers provide lock-free operations for multiple consumer/producer cores [44], to minimize inter-core communication overheads. A vport’s ring buffers are allocated in a single contiguous memory region that is shared between SoftNIC and the peer. Memory sharing is done using mmap() for host peers and IVSHMEM [40] for VM guest peers. When no interrupts are involved, communication via shared memory allows SoftNIC to provide VM peers and host peers similar performance for packet exchange.

For conventional TCP/IP applications, we implement a device driver as a Linux kernel module that can be used by either hosts or guests. We expect that porting this device driver to other operating systems will be straightforward. The driver exposes a vport as a regular Ethernet adapter to the kernel. No modifications are required in the kernel network stack and applications. Our implementation is similar to virtio [63], but we support not only guest VMs but also the host network stack.

For kernel-bypass applications that implement their own specialized/streamlined network stack (e.g., [9, 28, 42, 51]), we provide a user-level library that allows applications to directly access vport queues, supporting zero copy if desired. In contrast, vport peering with the kernel device driver requires copying the packet data; providing zero-copy support for the kernel would require non-trivial kernel modifications, which are beyond the scope of this work.

When packets are transmitted from SoftNIC to a peer, SoftNIC notifies the peer via inter-core interrupts. This notification is not necessary when a peer sends packet because SoftNIC performs polling. The peer can disable interrupts temporarily (to avoid receive livelock [48]) or permanently (for pure polling [14]).

NIC Feature Modules: To test and evaluate the effectiveness of our framework, we implemented a number of NIC features that are commonly used in datacenter servers: checksum offloading, TCP segmentation/reassemble and VXLAN tunneling (§6.1), rate limiter (§6.2), flow steering (§6.3), stateless/stateful load balancer (§6.4), time stamping, IP forwarding, link aggregation, and switching. Our switch module implements a simplified OpenFlow [43] switch on top of MAC-learning Ethernet bridging.

4.4 SoftNIC Scheduler

The basic unit of scheduling in SoftNIC is a traffic class (§3.4). Each class is associated with a set of queues (§4.6) and a per-core timer. Packets belonging to the class are enqueued on one of these queues before processing. The per-core timer is used to schedule deferred processing that can be used for a variety of purposes, e.g., flushing reassembled TCP packets (LRO), interrupt coalescing, periodically querying hardware performance counter, scheduling packet transmission, etc. The scheduler is responsible for selecting the next class and initiating processing for this class.

SoftNIC scheduling parameters are provided to the scheduler as a class tree (§3.4). A class tree is a hierarchical tree, whose leaves map to individual traffic classes while non-leaf nodes represent class groups. Each class group is a recursive combination of classes or other class groups. The scheduling discipline for each node in the class tree is specified in terms
of a 5-tuple \((\text{priority}, \text{limit}_{\text{bw}}, \text{limit}_{\text{cpu}}, \text{share}, \text{share}_{\text{type}})\), where each element specifies:

- \(\text{priority}\): strict priority among its all siblings
- \(\text{limit}_{\text{bw}}\): limit on the throughput (bits/s)
- \(\text{limit}_{\text{cpu}}\): limit on processor time (cycles/s)
- \(\text{share}\): share relative to its siblings with the same priority
- \(\text{share}_{\text{type}}\): the type of proportional share: bits or cycles

The SoftNIC scheduling loop proceeds in three steps:

**Step 1: Pick next class.** The scheduler chooses the next class to service by recursively traversing the class tree starting at the root by calling the pick function (Algorithm 1) on the tree root. Given a node \(n\), the pick function first checks (line 2) whether \(n\) is a leaf node (i.e., a traffic class) in which case \(\text{pick}\) returns \(n\). If \(n\) is not a leaf (and is thus a class group), \(\text{pick}\) finds the highest priority level among \(n\)'s children (\(\text{maxp}\), line 5) and then finds the subset of its children assigned this priority (\(\text{group}\), line 6). Finally, it uses stride scheduling [73] to select a child (\(\text{next}\)) from this subset (line 8) and returns the result of calling itself recursively on \(\text{next}\) (line 9).

**Step 2: Servicing the class.** Once \(\text{pick}\) has returned a class \(c\) to the scheduler, the scheduler checks if \(c\) has any pending timer events. If so, the scheduler runs the deferred processing associated with the timer. If no timer events are pending, the scheduler dequeues a batch of packets (§4.5) from one of the classes queues (we use round-robin scheduling between queues belonging to the same class) and calls the receive handler for the first module—a port module or a module next to a transformer edge—in the packet processing pipeline (§3.3) for \(c\). Packet processing continues until all packets in the batch have been either enqueued or dropped. Note that within a class, we handle all pending timer events before processing any packets, i.e., timer events are processed at a higher priority, so that we can get high-accuracy for packet transmission scheduling, as shown in §6.2.

**Step 3: Account for resource usage.** Once control returns to the scheduler, it updates the class tree to account for resources (both processor and bandwidth) used in processing class \(c\). This accounting is done with the class \(c\) and all of its parents up to the root of the class tree. During this update, the scheduler also temporarily prunes the tree of any nodes that have exceeded their resource limits. This pruning (and grafting) is done with the token bucket algorithm.

As stated in §3.4, sometimes assigning a packet to the correct class might require SoftNIC to execute one or more classification modules before sending a packet out a transformer edge. For accurate resource accounting in this case, SoftNIC associates an implicit queue with each transformer edge so that packets whose class has been changed are enqueued and wait for the new class to be scheduled before further processing.

### 4.5 Packet Buffers and Batched Packet Processing

**Packet Buffer:** SoftNIC extends the DPDK’s packet buffer structure (\texttt{rte_mbuf}) [26] by reserving an area in each buffer to store metadata. We rely heavily on scattered packet buffers (i.e., non-contiguous packet data) to avoid packet copy, for operations such as segmentation/reassembly offloading and switch broadcasting.

**Packet Metadata:** A naive implementation of metadata (§3.3), e.g., using a hashmap of \texttt{string\rightarrow value}, can have significant performance penalty, as in SoftNIC tens of modules may process tens of millions of packets per second. To avoid the performance penalty, previous software packet processing systems use either a static set of metadata fields as \texttt{struct} fields (e.g., BSD mbuf [45]) or per-packet scratchpad where all modules have to agree on how each byte should be partitioned and reused (e.g., Click [35]). Both approaches are not only inefficient in space (thus increasing CPU cache pressure) and inextensible, but also are error-prone.

SoftNIC achieves extensibility (modules can introduce new fields without compile-time agreements) and space efficiency (unused bytes can be safely reclaimed)—both with minimal performance overheads—by taking advantage of the explicit declaration of metadata fields by each module (§3.3). Since all fields are known ahead of time, offsets for metadata fields in a pipeline can be precomputed, and SoftNIC provides the offsets to every module during the pipeline (re)configuration phase. Subsequently, modules can access a metadata field by reading from its corresponding offset from the packet buffer.

**Pervasive Batching:** Packets in SoftNIC are processed in batches, i.e., packet I/O from/to ports is done in batches, and packet processing modules operate on batches of packets, rather than individual packets. Batching is a well-known technique for improving code/data locality and amortizing overheads in software packet processing [9, 14, 21, 33, 59]. Specifically, batching amortizes the cost of (i) remote cache access for vports, (ii) hardware access over the PCIe bus for pports, and (iii) virtual function calls for module execution. SoftNIC uses a dynamic batch size that is adaptively varied to minimize the impact on latency as in IX [9]: the batch size grows (to a cap) only when SoftNIC is overloaded and there is queue buildup for incoming packets.
When combined with the modular pipeline of SoftNIC, batch processing provides additional performance benefits. Since the processing of a packet batch is naturally "staged" across modules, cache miss or register dependency stalls during processing one packet can be likely hidden by processing another packet in the batch on an out-of-order execution processor [31].

A packet batch is simply represented as an array of packet buffer pointers. When packets in a batch need to take different paths in the pipeline (e.g., classifier or switch), the module can simply split the batch by moving pointers from one array to another without incurring significant overheads.

4.6 Multi-Core Scaling

While SoftNIC running on a single core provides enough horse power to drive the common network workload of a datacenter server (a 40 G link or higher with a typical packet size distribution, see §5.2), SoftNIC can scale on multiple cores to support more challenging workloads. Figure 5 illustrates how it is done. SoftNIC provides two means to scale the packet processing pipeline. The default scheme is duplication, each core runs the identical pipeline of modules in parallel. The other scheme is chaining, where the pipeline is partitioned with in-memory queue connection. One scheme is not always better than the other, as the resulting performance is highly dependent on: cache usage of modules, synchronization overhead, number of SoftNIC cores, etc. SoftNIC currently needs manual configuration for the chaining scheme.

When a pport is duplicated across cores, SoftNIC leverages the multi-queue functionality of the hardware NIC as shown in Figure 5(b). Each SoftNIC core runs its own RX/TX queue pair, without incurring any cache coherence traffic among SoftNIC cores. Similarly, SoftNIC creates multiple queue pairs for a vport so that the peer itself can linearly scale. By partitioning the incoming (from the viewpoint of SoftNIC) queues of vports and pports, SoftNIC preserves in-order packet processing on a flow basis, provided that peers and hardware NICs do not interleave a flow across multiple queues.

5. Performance Evaluation

The main promise of SoftNIC is to provide a flexible framework for implementing various NIC features, without sacrificing performance. In this section, we focus on the overheads of SoftNIC framework itself, without considering the performance of individual feature modules. We quantify the overheads by measuring how fast SoftNIC performs as a NIC, in terms of end-to-end latency (§5.1), throughput and multi-core scalability (§5.2).

Experiment setting: We use two directly connected servers, each equipped with two Intel Xeon 2.6 GHz E5-2650v2 processors (16 cores in total), 128 GB of memory, and four Intel 82599 10 GbE ports with an aggregate bandwidth of 40 Gbps. We disable the CPU’s power management features (C/P-states) for reproducible latency measurement [17]. We use unmodified Linux 3.14.16 (for both host and guest), QEMU/KVM 1.7.0 for virtualization, and ixgbe 3.19.1-k NIC device driver in the test cases where SoftNIC is not used.

5.1 End-to-End Latency

Figure 6 shows the end-to-end, round-trip latency measured with UDP packets (TCP results are similar). In T1, the application performs direct packet I/O using a dedicated hardware NIC with DPDK (8.22 µs) or a vport (8.82 µs), thus bypassing the kernel protocol stack. SoftNIC adds a small latency overhead of 0.6 µs per round trip, or 0.15 µs per direction per server (one round trip involves SoftNIC four times). We posit that the advantage of using SoftNIC—allowing multiple kernel-bypass and conventional TCP/IP applications to coexist without requiring exclusive hardware access—outweighs the costs.

T2–4 shows the latency for conventional applications when using the kernel TCP/IP support, measured with the netperf UDP_RR [1] test. Surprisingly, for the non-virtualization case (T2), the baseline (ixgbe) latency of 28.3 µs was higher than SoftNIC’s 21.4 µs. This is due to a limitation of 82599: when LRO is enabled, the NIC buffers incoming packets (thus inflating latency), even if they do not require reassembly. When LRO is disabled, latency decreases to 21.1 µs, which comes very close to that of SoftNIC.
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In summary, the results confirm that SoftNIC does not add significant overhead to end-to-end latency for both bare-metal and virtual machines. We conclude that SoftNIC is viable even for latency-sensitive applications.

5.2 Throughput

We demonstrate that SoftNIC sustains enough throughput on a single core to support high-speed links and scales well on multiple cores. For the experiment, we could not use conventional TCP/IP applications due to the low performance (roughly 700 kpps per core) of Linux TCP/IP stack, which is not enough to saturate SoftNIC. Instead, we write a simple application that performs minimal forwarding (packets received from a port are forwarded to another port) with the SoftNIC vport raw packet interface. The application runs on a single core and is never the bottleneck since effectively the heavy-weight packet I/O is offloaded to SoftNIC.

Figure 7 depicts the bidirectional throughput with varying packet sizes as we increase the number of SoftNIC cores. In the worst case with 60 B minimum-sized Ethernet packets, SoftNIC on a single core can sustain about 27.2 Mpps (18.3 Gbps) for both RX and TX directions simultaneously, fully saturating our 40 G link capacity with 168 B packets or larger. With multiple SoftNIC cores, the throughput almost scales linearly. Considering the average packet size of 850 B in datacenters [10], we conclude that SoftNIC on a single core

provides enough performance to drive a 40 G link in realistic scenarios. For higher speed links (e.g., 100 Gbps for end hosts in the future) or applications with emphasis on small-packet performance (e.g., VoIP gateway), SoftNIC needs to run on multiple cores.

Given that the number of cores in a typical datacenter server is large (16-32 as of today) and keeps pace with the link speed increase, we expect the required number of SoftNIC cores for future high-speed links will remain relatively small. We also note that this small investment can bring huge net gain—as we will see in the following macrobenchmarks—because SoftNIC effectively takes over the burden of implementing NIC features from the host network stack, running them with much higher efficiency.

6. Case Studies

SoftNIC provides an effective platform to implement a wide variety of NIC features that are either not readily available or cannot be fully implemented in hardware, while providing higher performance than achievable by a software implementation in host network stacks. This section highlights the programmability and performance of SoftNIC with various NIC feature examples.

6.1 Segmentation Offloading for Tunneled Packets

Many NIC features perform protocol-dependent operations. However, the slow update cycle of NIC hardware cannot keep up with the emergence of new protocols and their extensions. This unfortunate gap further burdens already slow host network stacks [54], or restricts the protocol design space (e.g., MPTCP [24, 56] and STT [36]). SoftNIC is a viable alternative to the problem as it can be easily reprogrammed to support new protocols and their extensions while minimizing performance overheads.

As an example, we discuss TCP segmentation offloading (TSO for sender-side segmentation and LRO for receiver-side reassembly) over tunneling protocols, such as VXLAN [41], NVGRE [70], and Geneve [20]. These tunneling protocols are used to provide virtual networks for tenants over the shared physical network [36]. Most current 10 G NICs do not support segmentation offloading for inner TCP frames, since they do not understand the encapsulation format. While 40 G NICs have begun supporting segmentation for tunneled packets, VM traffic still has to go through the slow host network stack since NICs lack support for encapsulating packets itself and IP forwarding (for MAC-over-IP tunneling protocols, e.g., VXLAN and Geneve).

We compare TCP performance over VXLAN on two platforms: the host network stack (Linux) and SoftNIC. Adding VXLAN support to the regular (non-tunneled) TCP TSO/LRO modules in SoftNIC was trivial, requiring only 70 lines of code modification. The results shown in Table 1 clearly demonstrate that segmentation onloading on SoftNIC achieves much higher throughput at lower CPU overhead.

5 For completeness, we also show T4 where two VMs reside on the same physical machine.
Table 1: TCP throughput and CPU usage breakdown over the VXLAN tunneling protocol. 32 TCP connections are generated with the netperf TCP_STREAM test, between two VMs on separate physical servers. The current implementation of SoftNIC injects packet I/O interrupts through QEMU; we expect that the QEMU overheads be eliminated by injecting interrupts directly into KVM. Overall, SoftNIC outperforms the host network stack, by a factor of 4.3 for TX and 6.7 for RX in terms of throughput per CPU cycle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Throughput</th>
<th>Sender CPU usage (%)</th>
<th>Receiver CPU usage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SoftNIC</td>
<td>QEMU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>14.4 Gbps</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoftNIC</td>
<td>40.0 Gbps</td>
<td>200.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Accuracy comparison between SoftNIC and SENIC rate limiters, with the standard deviation of IPGs. The SENIC numbers are excerpted from their NetFPGA implementation [55, Table 3].

SoftNIC running on two cores\(^6\) was able to saturate 40 Gbps, while Linux’s throughput maxed out at 14.4 Gbps even when consuming more CPU cycles. In terms of CPU efficiency, i.e., bits per cycle, SoftNIC is 4.3× and 6.7× more efficient than Linux for TX and RX respectively.\(^7\)

We note that there is a widely held view that hardware segmentation offloading is indispensable for supporting high-speed links [36, 54–56]. Interestingly, our results show that software approaches to TSO/LRO can also support high-speed links, as long as the software is carefully designed and implemented.

6.2 Scalable Rate Limiter

Many recent research proposals [8, 30, 53, 61, 67] rely on endhost-based rate enforcement for fair and guaranteed bandwidth allocation in a multi-tenant datacenter. These systems require a large number (< 1,000s) of rate limiters, far beyond the capacity of commodity NICs (e.g., Intel’s 82599 10 G NIC supports up to 128 rate limiters, and XL710 40 G NIC supports 384). Software rate limiters in host network stacks (e.g., Linux tc [25]) can scale, but their high CPU overheads hinder support for high-speed links and precise rate enforcement [55]. We show that rate enforcement with

\(^6\)Unlike the regular TCP TSO/LRO with which SoftNIC can saturate 40 Gbps on a single core, we needed two SoftNIC cores for VXLAN. This is because SoftNIC has to calculate checksum for the inner TCP frame in software; Intel 82599 NICs do not support checksum offloading over an arbitrary payload range.

\(^7\)The asymmetry between TX and RX is due to the fact that the host network stack implements TCP over VXLAN segmentation for the sender side [74], but reassembly at the receiver side is currently not supported, thus overloading the host and VM network stacks with small packets.

SoftNIC achieves both scalability and accuracy for high-speed links.

We conduct an experiment with 1,000 concurrent UDP flows, whose target rate ranges between 1–11 Mbps with 10 kbps steps. The measured accuracy for each flow—the ratio of the measured rate to the target—is higher than 0.9999.

Another important metric is microscopic accuracy, i.e., how evenly flows are paced at the packet level, since precise packet burstiness control on short timescales is essential for achieving low latency in a datacenter [27, 49]. Table 2 shows the standard deviation of inter-packet gaps (IPG) measured at the receiver side. Since we collect IPG measurements on a server, instead of using specialized measurement hardware, our IPG numbers are overestimated due to the receiver’s measurement error. Nevertheless, SoftNIC achieves about 1–2 µs standard deviation across a wide range of scenarios.

As a point of comparison\(^8\), we also show the results from SENIC [55] as a state-of-the-art hardware NIC. The hardware-based real-time behavior allows SENIC to achieve a very low standard deviation of 100 ns with 10 or less flows, but its IPG variation increases as the number of flows grows. At the largest data point presented in [55, Table 3], 500 flows at 1 Mbps, the standard deviation of SENIC is 7.1 µs, which is higher than SoftNIC’s 1.4 µs. This is because the packet scheduler in SENIC performs a linear scan through the token bucket table on SRAM, requiring 5 clock cycles per active flow. While we are unaware of whether this linear scanning is due to hardware design limitations or implementation difficulties, SoftNIC can achieve near-constant time with a time-sorted data structure whose software implementation is trivial. We conclude that SoftNIC scales well to thousands of rate limiters, yet is fast and accurate enough for most practical purposes.

6.3 Packet Steering for Flow Affinity

Ensuring flow affinity—collocating TCP processing and application processing on the same core is known to be crucial for the performance TCP-based server applications. Existing software solutions to flow affinity [22, 50] restrict the application programming model, incurring multiple limitations: each application thread needs to be pinned to a core, connections should not be handed over among cores, and applications may require non-trivial code modifications.

\(^8\)We omit the Linux tc and Intel 82599 NIC results, as they fail to sustain the aggregate throughput or do not support enough rate limiters, respectively.
As a more general solution without these limitations, Intel 82559 NICs support a feature called Flow Director, which maintains a flow-core mapping table so that the NIC can deliver incoming packets to the “right core” for each flow [3]. However, the table size is limited to 8k flow entries to fit in the scarce on-chip memory. Applications that require higher concurrency (e.g., front-end web servers and middleboxes often handle millions of concurrent flows) cannot benefit from this limited flow table. In SoftNIC, we implement a module SoftNIC that provides the same functionality but supports virtually unlimited flow entries by leveraging system memory.

Figure 8 shows the effectiveness of Flow Director and its SoftNIC counterpart. We use a simple benchmark program that exchanges 512 B dummy requests and responses with a fixed rate of 1M transactions per second. We vary the number of concurrent TCP connections and measure the total CPU usage of the system. When there are a small number of concurrent connections, SoftNIC’s overhead is slightly higher due to the cost of the dedicated SoftNIC core.

Once the number of connections exceeds 8k and the hardware flow table begins to overflow, Flow Director exhibits higher CPU overheads due to increased cache bouncing and lock contention among cores. In contrast, SoftNIC shows a much more gradual increase (due to CPU cache capacity misses) in CPU usage with high concurrency. With 1M connections, for instance, SoftNIC effectively saves 4.8 CPU cores, which is significant given that SoftNIC is a drop-in solution.

6.4 Scaling Legacy Applications

Many legacy applications are still single-threaded, as parallelization may require non-trivial redesign of software. SoftNIC can be utilized to scale single-threaded network applications, given that they do not need state to be shared across cores. We use Snort [2] 2.9.6.1, an intrusion prevention system as an example legacy application to show this scaling. There are two requirements for scaling Snort: (i) the NIC must distribute incoming packets across multiple Snort instances; (ii) moreover, such demultiplexing has to be done on a flow basis, so that each instance correctly performs deep-packet inspection on every flow. While we can meet these requirements with receive-side scaling (RSS), an existing NIC feature in commodity hardware NICs, it is often infeasible; RSS requires that any physical ports used by Snort not be shared with other applications.

The flexible SoftNIC pipeline provides a straightforward mechanism for scaling Snort. SoftNIC provides a backwards-compatible mechanism to distribute traffic from a physical link between multiple instances. To do this, we create a vport for each Snort instance and connect all vports and a pport with a load balancer module. The load balancer distributes flows across vports using the hash of the flow’s 5-tuple. With this setup, each Snort instance can transparently receive and send packets through its vport. Figure 9 shows the 99th percentile end-to-end (from a packet generator to a sink) latency, using packet traces captured at a campus network gateway. We find that even at 500 Mbps a single instance of Snort (SINGLE) has a tail latency of approximately 366 ms, while using four Snort instances with our hash-based loadbalancer (HASH) limits latency to 57 μs (a 6,000× improvement).

Furthermore, SoftNIC allows us for rapid prototyping of more advanced load balancing schemes. We implemented an adaptive load balancer, ADAPTIVE, which tracks load at each instance and assigns new flows to the least loaded vport. As compared to HASH, this scheme mitigates transient imbalance among instances, prevents hash-collision based attacks [71], and retains flow stickiness upon dynamic change in number of instances. Our current heuristic estimates the load of each port using “load points”; we assign a vport 10,000 load points for its new flow, 1,000 points per packet, and 1 point per byte. When a new flow arrives, we assign it to the vport which accumulated the fewest load points in the last 1 ms time window. The adaptive load balancer maintains a flow table for flow stickiness of subsequent packets. ADAPTIVE performs significantly better than HASH, improving tail latency by 5× at 1.8 Gbps. We expect that implementing...
such a load balancing scheme in hardware would not be as straightforward; this example demonstrates the programmability of SoftNIC.

7. Related Work

Click: The modular packet processing pipeline of SoftNIC is inspired by the Click modular router [35]. We briefly discuss how we adapt Click’s design for SoftNIC. In general, Click’s elements are defined in a much more fine-grained manner, e.g., the Strip element removes a specified number of bytes from the packet, while SoftNIC modules embody entire NIC functions (e.g., switching is a single module). We chose to go with relatively coarse-grained modules because frequent transitions among modules has a significant impact on performance—small, dynamic modules provide compilers with limited optimization opportunities.

Furthermore, in SoftNIC we assume that each module internally implements its own queues as necessary, whereas Click’s scheduling is centered around providing explicit queues in the pipeline. This design choice simplifies our scheduling. The absence of explicit queues greatly streamlines packet processing in SoftNIC: it can simply pick a traffic class and process packets using run to completion, without having to deal with “push” and “poll” calls as in Click. Another advantage of forgoing explicit queues is scalability. For example, in Click, supporting 1,000 rate limiters requires there be 1,000 explicit queues and token bucket elements in the dataflow graph, requiring the scheduler to consider all of these elements individually. In contrast, with the rate limiter of SoftNIC (§6.2), the scheduler only needs to pick a traffic class to serve, simplifying the decision making.

For CPU scheduling, Click executes elements with weighted round-robin, enforcing fairness in terms of the number of executions. This is not a meaningful measure for either bandwidth (packet sizes differ) or processor time (packets may consume vastly different CPU cycles). We extend this scheduling model with explicit traffic class support, fixed priority, hierarchical composition, and accurate resource usage accounting. These extensions enable SoftNIC to provide high-level performance isolation and guarantees across applications.

Potential applications of SoftNIC: SoftNIC can be an effective platform for supporting and enhancing emerging networked systems. We list a few interesting examples: application-aware packet steering [32, 38], software-based RDMA operations with richer semantics [15], packet pacing [27], NFV deployment for public clouds [16], high-performance user-level TCP/IP stack [28, 66], per-packet priority support [7, 46], and TDMA over Ethernet [72]. SoftNIC can also be used as a platform for operating systems that aim to separate network policy enforcement from the data plane, e.g., IX [9] and Arrakis [51]. Complimentary to our work, SoNIC [37] proposes a NIC architecture to provide access to the PHY and MAC layer. One may combine it with SoftNIC for complete software control over the entire stack of NIC functionality.

Ideal hardware NIC model: Although SoftNIC co-exists with existing hardware NICs, an important benefit of our shim-layer approach is that SoftNIC could act as an enabler for improved NIC designs in the long term. While there is growing consensus on exploiting NIC resources [68, 69], the black-box (e.g., “do checksum for this SCTP packet”) feature interface and implementation of current NIC hardware presents difficulties. We believe that NICs should instead offer components (e.g., “calculate checksum for this payload range with CRC32 and update the result here”), so that software can compound such building blocks into complete features. In this way, NICs can provide fine-grained behavior control, better state visibility, future proofness. We expect that the P4 [11] work can be a good starting point for this ideal NIC model.

Alternative approaches: SoftNIC has several benefits over other approaches. Implementing NIC features in legacy network stacks is slow, which is why hardware approaches gained popularity in the first place. Another alternative is to make the NIC hardware more programmable (e.g., FPGA [39, 64] and network processors [65]). However, the degree of programmability is still limited as compared to software on CPUs, and hardware resource limitations still apply. Having a general-purpose processor on the NIC card, as a bump-in-the-wire, would be another option that is similar in spirit to SoftNIC. We argue that SoftNIC’s approach (reusing existing server resources) is superior, in terms of efficiency/elasticity of resources and maintaining a global view of system.

8. Conclusion and Future Work

SoftNIC is a programmable platform to augment hardware NICs with software. Built upon many new and existing ideas, SoftNIC provides the performance comparable to hardware and the flexibility of software for implementing sophisticated NIC features, while simultaneously being backwards compatible with existing software and hardware.

In this work, our main focus was on the data plane, assuming an external controller interacts via the control channel that SoftNIC provides. Our next step is to design and implement a sophisticated controller that translates high-level user policies into the SoftNIC mechanisms (the packet processing pipeline and scheduling parameters).

We expect that SoftNIC can be a useful tool for researchers and systems developers. There are multiple ongoing projects that leverage SoftNIC for diverse use cases, including: a new congestion control algorithm relying on accurate timestamps, packet burstiness control for end-to-end latency bound in a multi-tenant datacenter, and a prototype platform for network function virtualization (NFV). We plan on releasing SoftNIC to the wider community as an open source project under a BSD license.
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